
 

 

 
 

 
May 31, 2022 
 
Chair Laine Randolph and Members  
California Air Resources Board 
1011 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
 
RE: Advanced Clean Cars II Regulation  
 
Working Californians continue to struggle with a cost-of-living crisis that is driving our worst-in-the-
nation poverty rate and denying a generation of residents the opportunity of upward economic mobility. 
Much of the increased costs facing families comes directly from increased energy and transportation 
costs, especially electricity and gasoline prices. We strongly support the state’s climate change goals and 
are proud of the leadership California businesses have demonstrated in moving forward a national and 
international dialogue on reducing greenhouse gas emissions. However, it is important as we work 
toward achieving these goals, we do not do so on the backs of California’s working families and those 
who can least afford it.  
 
Unfortunately, in reviewing the Advanced Clean Cars II Regulation, this proposal will do just that—
force those who can least afford it to pay the most, creating a de facto regressive tax. It will also do 
economic harm, further erode economic upward mobility, and cost the state well-paying jobs. If other 
states are going to follow California’s ambitious lead on these regulations to address climate change, we 
must lead in a way that shows we can balance economic growth, create jobs, drive economic 
opportunity, and control costs for working families. The Advance Clean Car II Regulation does not 
accomplish these goals. 
 
A Regressive Tax on Working Families 
The Advanced Clean Cars II Regulation would further drive-up energy and transportation costs, which 
disproportionately affect those who can least afford them. The Advanced Clean Cars II Regulation 
would be a de facto regressive tax on working families.  
 
According to the Center for Jobs and the Economy’s April 2022, State Progress on Zero Emissions 
Vehicle Goals: Q4 2021, “Using data points from the state’s recent announcement of the one millionth 
ZEV sold in the state, direct state and federal subsidies have enabled only 3% of these ZEVs (broadly 
defined) to be purchased by low income households, while all households—low, medium, and high 
income—pay for those subsidies directly through higher costs of energy and other goods subject to the 
greenhouse gas credits, the cost of tax credits and other subsidies, and indirectly through higher vehicle 
prices (new and used) incorporating the cost of the state and federal regulatory credits.”  
 
Beyond the direct cost of ZEV vehicle purchases, the Advanced Clean Car II Regulation fails to 
recognize the diverse needs of the state and its residents. Due to the state’s housing crisis, lower-income 
families have been forced farther and farther away from their workplace to find affordable housing. 
These families pay higher transportation costs and higher electricity costs—up to 70 percent higher than 
affluent coastal residents who can afford to live in more temperate climates and closer to work hubs.  
 

https://centerforjobs.org/ca/zev-reports/states-progress-on-zero-emission-vehicles-goals-q4-2021-results
https://centerforjobs.org/ca/zev-reports/states-progress-on-zero-emission-vehicles-goals-q4-2021-results
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The Advanced Clean Cars II Regulation will impact lower-wage workers in two ways: first, the 
Regulation ignores the transportation demands on working families by eliminating vehicle options with 
higher travel ranges; second, it will drive up the cost of ZEVs further out of reach. In fact, the California 
Department of Finance found that, “the regulations are expected to increase the cost of vehicle 
ownership by an average of just under $6,000 per car between 2026 and 2035,” largely driven by the 
higher purchase price of ZEVs and by increased power consumption. Forcing these families to remain 
in affordable traditional vehicles while gas prices rise even higher will drive up their cost-of-living even 
higher.  
 
A Significant Loss of Jobs and Economic Output  
The Advanced Clean Car II Regulation will likely cost California more than 85,000 jobs and result in 
lower household incomes. Given the myriad other regulations and barriers to business investment in this 
state, ZEV component manufacturing is not siting or growing in our state. There will be little to no 
replacement “green jobs” to account for this significant economic loss. Again, according to the recent 
Center for Jobs report: 
 

California does have the original Tesla plant, but Tesla chose that location because the closure of NUMMI spun 
off a vacant automotive plant capable of quick retrofitting, thereby avoiding the state’s long and litigious approval 
processes that otherwise could have delayed the company for years. As the company has expanded, greenfield 
facilities instead have gone to Nevada, China, Germany, and Texas. Faraday Future continues activities related 
to opening production at another former automotive parts plant in Hanford, but the company has been proposing 
capacity in California or Nevada since at least 2014 and continues to encounter both financial issues and 
turnover in its key management. The company instead now appears to be pursuing high volume production through 
a subcontractor in South Korea. Karma Automotive continues to produce luxury electric vehicles in California, 
but its overall volume is small compared to other producers and even former Karma executives seeking to launch 
their own company by resurrecting the DeLorean as a ZEV have chosen to build in Texas instead. 

 
Other California-based companies while maintaining their headquarters here for now, have placed the production 
side of their operations and its far more numerous jobs and larger tax base elsewhere, including Lucid (Arizona), 
Mullen (Tennessee), Rivian (Illinois and Georgia), VinFast (Kentucky), Battle Motors (Ohio), Xos (Tennessee), 
and Fisker (Austria and India) as are suppliers such as CellLink (Texas) and Simwon America (Texas) as 
they expand to be near the new electric vehicle production centers in the Southeastern and Southwestern states. 
Others have moved their full operations, including Canoo (Texas and Oklahoma), Noodoe EV (Houston), 
REE Automotive (Austin), and Envirotech (Arkansas). Still other manufacturers are bypassing California 
altogether, including Ford (Tennessee and Mexico), GM (Michigan), Hyundai (Alabama), Honda (Ontario, 
Canada), and Arrival Automotive (North Carolina), along with related facilities such as the Tritium DCFC 
Ltd. charging station factory (Tennessee) recently showcased by the White House and ZEV parts manufacturers 
TEKLAS (Georgia) and GEDIA Automotive Group (Georgia). Even electric tugboats intended to comply 
with the electrification mandates on the state’s ports are now being produced in Alabama. 
 
The anywhere-but-California trend extends as well to the batteries that constitute a third or more of the total 
ZEV cost base. Other than Tesla’s Gigafactory in Nevada, current battery pack production is heavily 
concentrated in China, while battery cell production is heavily concentrated in Japan and South Korea along with 
China. In 2021, the top three producers—CATL (China), LG Energy Solution (South Korea), and Panasonic 
(Japan)—accounted for 68.7% of global electric vehicle battery production, while all producers within these three 
countries produced 93.9%. 
 

https://centerforjobs.org/ca/zev-reports/states-progress-on-zero-emission-vehicles-goals-q4-2021-results
https://www.ff.com/us/press-room/FF-unveils-first-production-intent-ff91-in-hanford/
https://hanfordsentinel.com/business/faraday-faces-new-nasdaq-deadline-sec-probe-john-lindt/article_2f8de40d-124b-55bc-ba2c-fe1cdf310212.html
https://pandaily.com/core-executive-of-faraday-future-jerry-wang-quits/
https://www.greencarreports.com/news/1135029_faraday-future-ff-81-ev-volume-production-2024-gm-south-korea
https://www.ocregister.com/2022/02/15/delorean-is-being-revived-again-this-time-as-electric-vehicle/
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2021/09/28/lucid-motors-starts-production-in-casa-grande.html?utm_source=st&utm_medium=en&utm_campaign=me&utm_content=jo&ana=e_jo_me&j=25182424&senddate=2021-09-29
https://www.bizjournals.com/memphis/news/2021/11/09/california-based-ev-manufacturer-tunica-expansion.html
https://www.yahoo.com/now/rivian-ev-plant-aims-ramp-160100579.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/15/rivian-to-build-5-billion-electric-truck-plant-in-georgia-sources-say.html
https://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2022/04/city-electric-vehicle-plant
https://labusinessjournal.com/news/2021/oct/25/los-angeles-ev-hub-charging-ahead/
https://www.benzinga.com/news/small-cap/21/07/21984447/exclusive-xos-ceo-talks-flex-manufacturing-customer-reach-vehicle-deliveries-on-spacs-attack
https://zeenews.india.com/electric-vehicles/tesla-rival-fisker-sets-up-hq-in-hyderabad-likely-to-launch-ev-in-india-2453258.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/austin/news/2021/12/13/cellink-georgetown-electrical-vehicle.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/austin/news/2021/06/16/simwon-manufacturer-grabs-space-in-kyle.html
https://labusinessjournal.com/news/2021/oct/25/los-angeles-ev-hub-charging-ahead/
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/business/economy/article/Electric-Vehicle-Charging-Company-Relocates-16788814.php
https://ree.auto/press-release/ree-automotive-will-open-its-u-s-headquarters-and-first-integration-center-in-austin-texas-as-it-prepares-for-production-in-2023/
https://www.bizjournals.com/memphis/news/2022/02/22/ne-arkansas-plug-in-ev-hq-envirotech-manufacturing.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/27/business/ford-electric-vehicle-factories/index.html
https://www.electrive.com/2021/03/18/ford-to-manufacture-two-evs-in-mexico/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/01/25/gm-investing-6point6-billion-in-bid-to-dethrone-tesla-in-ev-sales-by-2025.html
https://www.madeinalabama.com/2022/04/hyundai-to-add-first-electric-vehicles-to-alabama-production-lineup/
https://www.autonews.com/manufacturing/honda-canada-spend-11b-retool-ontario-factories-hybrid-vehicles
https://www.autonews.com/manufacturing/honda-canada-spend-11b-retool-ontario-factories-hybrid-vehicles
https://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/news/2021/06/04/arrival-betting-big-charlotte-hq-microfactory-plan.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/australian-company-to-build-ev-charging-station-factory-in-tennessee-11644345869?page=1
https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2020/11/30/teklas-electric-vehicle-plant-georgia.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2020/07/29/gedia-automotive-group-plant-dalton-georgia.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/jacksonville/news/2021/12/22/crowley-starts-work-on-ewolf-electric-tugboat.html
http://www.sneresearch.com/_new/html/sub/sub2/sub2_01_view.php?id=95916&s_keyword=&f_date=&t_date=&pg=1&cate_id=&type=press
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This situation is about to change as a number of new battery plants are now being completed (Tesla in Texas) or 
have been recently announced in the North American market. In addition, Mullen just announced it will begin 
battery pack assembly at its California facility in Monrovia to fulfill its own needs, but its most recent 10-K filing 
also states that it intends to eventually consolidate all manufacturing at its Tennessee facility after that expansion 
is complete. 
 

As California continues to transform its economy through energy policy, we must ensure that the state is 
investing in helping employers grow wage-comparable jobs. For example, we cannot replace high-wage 
energy sector jobs with lower-wage and short-term solar installation jobs. Otherwise, we are eliminating 
important rungs in the economic ladder, further eroding middle-wage jobs and creating even more 
instability in our economic outlook.  
 
Further Exacerbates Reliance on Foreign Energy Sources  
Lastly, the mandate for electric-only vehicles will further increase the state’s reliance on foreign countries 
and a destabilized supply chain structure. The shift to ZEVs not only eliminates a domestic jobs base, it 
substantially increases dependence on minerals mostly produced in other countries, not only those 
needed for ZEV batteries but as well for expansion of generation, transmission, and charging capacity to 
keep them running. As recently acknowledged by President Biden, “China controls most of the global market 
of these minerals, and the fact is that we can’t build a future that’s made in America if we ourselves are dependent on 
China for the materials, the power, the products.”  
 
China by itself produces few of these energy-critical minerals other than rare earths and graphite, but 
mining production currently is concentrated within a few countries to the point that, with the primary 
exception of nickel, it has been possible for Chinese companies to centralize access to a large portion of 
current global exported supplies. More critically, processing of those ores consequently is even more 
concentrated within China.  
 
As stated in the Center for Jobs report: 
 

The key minerals [for ZEVs] are far more concentrated and consequently carry an elevated risk stemming from 
future trade disruptions, problems arising at the centralized mining and processing locations, and supply chain 
interruptions such as the current war in Ukraine. As an example, the collapse of a single cobalt mine (Kobato 
mine in Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)) in 1990 as the result of corruption caused prices to nearly 
double, moderated only by recession in that period. Cobalt prices again nearly doubled in 1992 as riots and 
looting affected a larger cobalt mining region in the DRC. The risk from centralized commodities is both that 
prices can rise and that supplies will not flow. 
 
… 
 
The current strained supply conditions from clean energy shifts exacerbated by supply disruptions stemming from 
pandemic shutdowns in China and from Russian sanctions due to its war on Ukraine have already sent prices 
soaring for the affected materials. These price spikes in turn have already caused Tesla, other ZEV producers, 
and vehicle producers overall to add to inflationary pressures through higher prices. The more narrowly 
traded but battery critical graphite alone has risen more than a third so far this year. And 
while recent rises in gasoline prices have renewed concerns over national energy policies, the inflation potential 
from materials prices—which have ranged up to 10 times higher for lithium than for 
crude oil—has so far been moderated only by the low national and global market share to date for ZEVs and 
related vehicles. 

https://www.cbtnews.com/mullen-automotive-to-build-ev-battery-packs-at-california-facility/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001499961/000110465921154243/muln-20210930x10k.htm
https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2022-02-22/biden-and-newsom-want-to-secure-a-domestic-supply-chain-for-crucial-minerals
https://insideevs.com/news/552287/tesla-remove-graphite-tariffs-china/
https://centerforjobs.org/ca/zev-reports/states-progress-on-zero-emission-vehicles-goals-q4-2021-results
https://www.yahoo.com/news/tesla-blames-inflation-cost-pressure-234753503.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/consumer/consumer-spending-buying-cars-more-expensive-interest-rates-rcna22322
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/979223/the-graphite-market-is-heating-up-which-asx-listers-will-answer-the-call-979223.html
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The world is feeling the ripple effects of supply chain disruptions that will likely last for years. Beyond 
the backlog at our ports, shutdowns in China have left hundreds of ships waiting to offload raw 
materials needed for the production of critical component parts and batteries needed to meet the 
mandates in the Advance Clean Cars II. This uncertainty and long-term inability to predict market 
conditions and raw material supply have already caused some ZEV manufacturers to reduce 2022 
production projections. We have all seen the impact of supply chain disruptions and the ongoing war in 
Ukraine have had on inflation and the cost of living. Mandating transportation options that are acutely 
vulnerable to this short- and long-term instability will only create future unpredictability in the cost, 
availability and feasibility of ZEV vehicles and supporting technologies and infrastructure.  
 
These risks are all exacerbated by the fact that both the mining and processing of materials essential to 
the fulfillment of the proposed regulation are concentrated to an extraordinary degree in only a few 
nations, including copper, class 1 nickel, lithium, cobalt, graphite, rare earth elements, and others. This 
situation is in sharp contrast to the current environment, in which fuels for the state’s overall 
transportation fleet considered as a whole are far more diversified and to a far greater extent are 
produced from more stable and more reliant domestic sources. 
 
Adding to these risks, California is not the only entity pursuing these changes. Consequently, there are 
considerable uncertainties over whether the required materials will be available and at what cost. The 
International Energy Agency in their May 2021 report The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy 
Transitions, anticipates that demand just from their lower range projections will exceed production from 
both current mining operations and those now under construction by 2028 for lithium and cobalt, and 
by 2026 for copper. Other assessments expect nickel demand to exceed supply in 2026 as well. Another 
recent analysis from BloombergNEF expects cumulative demand to exceed known reserves for lithium, 
cobalt, and nickel by 2045 under their Net Zero scenario. 
 
If California is going to lead, we have to ensure we are allowing employers to create not just green jobs, 
but a green job ladder that allows for economic upward mobility seen in the traditional energy, 
manufacturing and other industry sectors.  
 
For these reasons, we strongly encourage you and your colleagues to re-evaluate the Advanced Clean 
Cars II Regulation, which, as written, will drive up the cost of living and force those who can least 
afford it to pay the most for the state’s climate change policies.  
 

 
 
Thank you, 

 
 

 
ROBERT C. LAPSLEY 
President 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/rivian-ceo-warns-of-looming-electric-vehicle-battery-shortage-11650276000
https://www.wsj.com/articles/rivian-ceo-warns-of-looming-electric-vehicle-battery-shortage-11650276000
https://www.eenews.net/articles/nickel-shortage-spells-trouble-for-evs-report/
https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-outlook/

